
BM Top Loading Bottle Coolers

Cooling innovation for bars



Display, performance, practicality

Rapid cooling times 
mean that bottled and 
canned drinks can 
be chilled and served 
faster, helping your 
staff manage customer 
demand especially at 
busy periods.

All models are available with 
unique sliding glass doors to 
allow contents to be seen without 
opening. Perfect at busy times 
when service and stocking are 
paramount. The reduced opening 
times for the glass door option  
help to reduce running costs. 

With a range of 
shelving and divider 
options the BM range 
allows bottles to be 
stored in the vertical 
position enabling rapid 
loading and serving 
while still maintaining 
the essential contact 
with the customer. 

The BM range utilises the 
latest compressor technology 
to ensure rapid cooling 
and constant temperatures 
whatever the situation.

Designed for underbar 
use and to compliment 
our Bartender range of 
modular underbar systems, 
the BM range can be 
integrated perfectly into 
new or existing Bartender 
bar runs. 

Available with 
standard front and 
no splashback the 
new BM range can 
be installed in any 
bar environment. 

Conventional storage 
using optional dividers

Dimensions             H (mm)        W (mm)         D (mm)      Capacity (330ml bottles)   

BM70 STD   875    700  560 140

BM70 BT   950    700  560 140

BM100 STD 875    1000  560 210

BM100 BT 950    1000  560 210

BM140 STD 875    1400  560 308

BM140 BT 950    1400  560 308
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Specifications are subject to change without notice. 

The Mistral Range
The stylish Mistral bottle coolers can 
be specified as part of a complete bar 
solution or individually as required.

For more information please 
contact IMC.

IMC was founded in 1906 and  
has since established itself as 
a leading manufacturer of 
commercial catering and bar 
equipment, with a reputation for 
quality, innovation and unrivalled 
customer service.

We have the resources, 
manufacturing expertise, knowledge 
and skills to provide you with the 
ultimate bar solutions and we offer 
complete peace of mind as all of 
our systems are designed and built 
to meet BS EN ISO9001: 2000

Available in 700mm, 1000mm and 1400mm 
wide versions, the high quality BM range is 
supplied in hygienic and extremely durable 
stainless steel. Ideal for any bar environment.  

The BM range is also available 
with easy to use baskets, allowing 
quick and efficient restocking while 
maintaining greater stock control.


